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Abstract:   Web mining is the recent variation of data mining technique which is concerned to web data that results 

through various web activities. This application of data mining technique is used to discover patterns from the Web. 

Web usage mining is an important technology for understanding user’s behaviors on the web which is the process of 

extracting useful information from server logs. User leaves some valuable information in web logs when user browses 

web pages. The knowledge from the data collected in log file is automatically discovered through web usage mining. 

The proposed concept in the paper is an attempt to apply an efficient web mining algorithm for web log analysis. E-
commerce web portals demands security from search engines to identify context of the problem. The results received 

through web mining analysis get applied to the class of problems. Through Improved APrioriAll, candidate sets are 

found to be much smaller in stage wise comparison. The scanning of database block gets extremely reduced in E-web 

miner. E-web miner has much better performance with time and space parameters as compared with other algorithms. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

  Web Mining is the application of data mining techniques which discover patterns from the Web.  Web usage mining 
is one of the important technologies for understanding user’s behaviors on the Internet. It is the process of extracting useful 

information from server logs what users are looking for on Internet. The another aspect of the use of web usage mining is, 

while browsing web pages user leaves some valuable information in web logs. The log file automatically generates 

information about the traversed data. Such structured data are generated dynamically giving a sense of continuity over a 

period of time, as it has been collected from web pages. Web mining allows users to search for patterns in data through 

Web structure mining (WSM), Web content mining (WCM) and usage mining (WUM). 

 

               
Fig. 1: Web Mining Taxanomy 

The process of examining data related to the node and connection structure of particular web site that may be linear or 

hierarchical is web structure mining. Web content mining is used to examine the contents of data collected by search engines 

and web spiders. The actual linkage access information of web pages such as number of hits, subscription of pages or visits 
to discover interesting usage patterns from Web data. Web usage mining captures the identity or origin of Web users along 

with their browsing behavior at a Web site. Web usage mining process involves three types of tasks: Data Pre-processing, 

Pattern discovery of searched data and finally pattern analysis.  

II. WEBLOG ANALYSIS: 

Any kind of user traversed information is recorded by web server into web log file for corresponding access data. Web log 

mining is outcome of web usage mining. The log files provide data about typical behaviour of the users while browsing web 

pages, the operating system used on host, error handling methods and time required for particular web usage 
successful/unsuccessful transaction. The web logs are categorized in two forms. The first one is server side web log, that reveals 

information about availability as well as vulnerability of web servers, security loop holes of servers and user friendliness of the 

website. The client can improve their web browsing performance if they will get directed about frequency of usage of particular 

web page for data  prefetching and caching.   

III. SEQUENTIAL PATTERN ANALYSIS 
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 The set of web pages are revealed by traversal pattern visited by a user in a session, which is used for data prefetching and 

caching purpose.  The access pattern of the user can never be monitored in time synchronous manner because data generated 

in web log is asynchronous. A special case of structured data mining is sequential pattern mining, which finds statistically 
relevant patterns between examples where the values are delivered in a sequence. Sequential pattern mining is applied on 

information to predict customer behaviours. A user can invoke many sessions. A sequential pattern over total number of clients 

may emerge in many sessions. Support is also known as coverage considered as percentage of clients that are creating sequential 

patterns.  

Discovering Rule has two associated measures as given below-  

Example: If a basket contains apples and cheese, then it also contains beer.  
1. Confidence- When the ‘if’ part is true, how often is the possibility to get ‘then’ true? 
2. Support- how much of the database contains the ‘if’ part?    

IV. APRIORI ALGORITHM 

 Apriori is a classic algorithm to extract frequent mining data set and association rule learning over transactional databases. 
It uses bottom-up approach, which attempts to find subsets which are common to at least support of the item set.  Candidate 

generation method is used to extend one item at a time from frequent item sets and similarly groups of candidates are tested 

through data. When successful extensions are not found against data, then Apriori algorithm terminates its execution.   

Apriori algorithm: Program flow chart can also be described with the help of logical flowchart as described below- . 

 
Figure 2. Apriori Algorithm   

 

V.  APRIORIALL ALGORITHM 

There are two families of algorithms count-all and count-some. The count-all algorithms count all the large sequences, 

including nonmaximal sequences. The non-maximal sequences must then be pruned out (in the maximal phase). AprioriAll 

listed below is a count-all algorithm, based on the Apriori algorithm for finding large itemsets. Apriori- Some is a count-some 

algorithm. The intuition behind these algorithms is that since we are only interested in maximal sequences, we can avoid 

counting sequences which are contained in a longer sequence if we first count longer sequences. However, we have to be 

careful not to count a lot of longer sequences that do not have minimum support. Otherwise, the time saved by not counting 

sequences contained in a longer sequence may be less than the time wasted counting sequences without minimum support that 

would never have been counted  
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APrioriAll Algorithm is explained below:  

Step1-  L1 = large 1-sequences; // Result of itemset phase 

Step 2-   for ( k = 2; Lk-1 0; k++) do   

Step 3-  begin  

Ck =New Candidates generated from Lk-1 (see below)  for each customer-sequence c in the database do  Increment the 

count of all candidates in Ck that are contained in c.   

Lk = Candidates in Ck with minimum support.  

  
Step 4- end   

Answer = Maximal Sequences in k Lk ;  

Apriori Candidate Generation Algorithm is explained below:  

 The apriori-generate function takes  as argument Lk-1, the set of all large (k-1)-sequences. It works as follows. First 

join Lk-1 with Lk-1  

Step 1- insert into Ck  

Step 2 -select p.litemset1 , ..., p.litemsetk-1 , q.litemsetk-1  

Step 3 -from Lk-1 p, Lk-1 q  

 
Step 4 - where p.litemset1 = q.litemset1 , . . ., p.litemsetk-2 = q.litemsetk-2 ;  

Step 5 -  Next delete all sequences c Ck such that some (k-1)-subsequence of c is not in Lk-1 

VI. E-WEBMINER ALGORITHM 
 

  

Figure 3. Architecture of E-web Miner  

The E-Web miner carries support and confidence of sequential pattern of web pages and candidate set pruning to 

reduce the repetitive scanning of database containing the web usage information and thus reducing the time.  

Algorithm of E-Web Miner:  

Step 1- Arrange the web page set of different users in increasing order,   
Step 2- Store all web page sets of user in string array A.   
Step 3-frequency =0, max=0;    

Step 4-   for i=1 to n   
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for j=0 to (n-1)  

if substring (A[i], A[j])  frequency=frequency+;  

end if;   

B[i] =Frequency;   

end for   

if max <= frequency max=frequency;   

end if   

end for   

Step 5- Find all position in Array B where value is equal to Max and select the corresponding Substring from A.  

Step 6- Produce output of all substrings with their position which is the desired output.  
  

The algorithm produces the partial result with a limited set of information which turns out to be a great demerit of the 
algorithm. The algorithm only list the item sets and the IP addresses from where these item sets were accessed. This partial 

information may be helpful in some cases but not always; this raises an expectation for better and efficient algorithm.  

 

 

VII.  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS  
 When these algorithms are applies on web server, it provides very effective result. In below figure it shows the 

experimental result in web log form. The comparison of result with Apriori and APrioriAll is clearly represented through this 

analysis.  
 The sessions have been selected from browser as per user’s choice and then it asks to select web log file which gets 

encrypted.   

  
Figure 4. Web log file encryption  

By click event on start button, it calculates top10 users with their visited pages.   
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Figure 5. Top10 users visited web pages  

Then we can generate Apriori result and      APrioriAll result with use of support and confidence as depicted in figure 6 

and 7.  

  
Figure 6 a) Apriori Result Analysis with support  

  
Figure 6 b) Apriori Result  

  
Figure 7 a) APrioriAll Result Analysis with support and confidence  
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Figure 7 b) AprioriAll Result  

 

 

  

VIII . CONCLUSION: 

  The proposed algorithm is a data mining algorithm and an improved version of existing APriori algorithm. There are 

many algorithms for data mining and most of them exploit the concept of Apriori algorithm, however the results they 

produce does not meet the expectation, motivated by the fact and also the significance of Web log analysis from the 

perspective of a web-designer the concept of mining algorithm for web log analysis has been proposed. Apart from the 
research work conducted, an evaluation tool has been developed to authenticate the work and compare the results. From 

the result analysis it is quite clear that proposed system is better as compared to the existing systems.  
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